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The Benefits of Staying Invested

Investors are more likely to reach their
long-term goals if they remain invested
and avoid short-term decisions that
may take them off course.

What this chart shows

As this hypothetical example shows,
investors may make suboptimal
decisions when emotions take over,
tending to buy out of excitement when
the market is going up and sell out of
fear when the market is falling.
Markets do ultimately normalize, and
when they do, those who stay invested
may benefit more than those who
don’t.
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The Benefits of Staying Invested
What it means for investors

To help reason prevail, first make sure you’re comfortable
with your allocation to riskier assets and that it makes sense
in light of your time horizon. You also need a logical
framework for financial decisions and a plan that anticipates
periods of market turbulence. A systematic approach for
reviewing portfolio results, with pre-established guidelines
for selling, may help as well.

f you have questions and would like your financial situation
to be evaluated, please email us on ds@bluerocke.com with
your contacts, for an exploratory meeting, at our cost, not
yours.
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Are we the frogs?
 

We often think of the proverbial frog in hot water,
with a mixture of mirth and lack of intelligence.

😀

 
But could be frog be us?  😧

 
After all, the frog thinks because it is in it, it

understand its environment and can control it. It
is only someone outside its environment, who

can see the danger and perhaps act, to save the
frog.

 
Are we the same with our financial situation? Do

feel comfortable that we understand how to
manage things and thus risk using wrong wealth

building or borrowing strategies.. and don't
realize this till it is late, sometimes too late?

 
For those looking for ‘someone outside their

environment’ to help them before it is late or too
late, please contact us ….
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Are any of my accountant friends looking for
additional funding for their clients? Another

service at BlueRocke is that we can providing
investment and loan advice through our sister

organisation SME Funding Hub. 
 

It can be hard finding commercial finance
and funding support. At SME Funding Hub,
we get the funds your clients need fast and

set up debt structures that help build
profitability.

 
We tailored commercial debt structures and

funding support will help to grow client’s
business and achieve success. We can also

help them leverage the equity in your
business, rather than letting it sit and

stagnate.
 

By partnering with you, we form long-term,
collaborative relationships and can become
part of your core advisory team so you have
the confidence your clients will be able to

achieve their business goals.
 

To find out more contact Dev.
 

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
 

As you keep your long-term goals top of mind,
remember: we are here to help – with news,

insights and helpful resources available on our
website, 

www bluerocke.com 
to help keep you up-to-date on the latest.

 

Introducing...

Don't forget that you can find Dev
and BlueRocke on Advisor

Ratings.
 

This is a great way to find out
independently from others about

your advisor.
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